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J U D G E D  TO  B E  FA I T H F U L  TO  T H E  L O R D 
T E X T:  A C T S  1 6 : 1 4 - 1 5

Faithfulness is a trait that is universally expected and rewarded by our Lord.
This is demonstrated by looking at a lady whom the Bible identifies as faithful.
Lydia was a new convert. Her appeal to the disciples is one of which we can 
learn from: If ye have judged me faithful to the Lord.
Psalm 12:1, 1 Timothy 3:11

1. Faithfulness is a fruit of conversion – Acts 16:14 

 a. Faithfulness is a potential that can only come from true faith. 
  Revelation 17:14 
  – Whilst we observe faithfulness in some ways in the lost world,    
  Biblical faithfulness can only come from genuine faith. It is an in   
  built desire for the Christian.
  – Lydia as a young Christian having just been baptized appealed    
  with this in mind. 

 b. Faithfulness is a product of attentiveness to God’s Word.
  Acts 16:14, Romans 10:17, Hebrews 2:1
  – She understood the importance of and a high regard of God’s    
  Word. 
  – If you’re going to be faithful, you need to be filled with faith. 

2. Faithfulness is the factor of growth – Acts 16:15
– Faithfulness produces faithfulness. Growth is a by-product. 

 a. Growth is seen in faithful obedience 
  Acts 2:41, Acts 9:18, Galatians 3:27
  – Baptism is a step of obedience. It follows salvation and is a public   
  declaration of your belonging in Christ.
  – Obedience is actioning belief. Faithfulness in it is evidence of    
  growth.

 b. Growth is seen in faithful witness 
  Acts 16:15, 2 Timothy 2:2

3. Faithfulness is the furthering of commitment – Acts 16:15
Luke 16:10, 3 John 1:5
– Lydia premised her request to be greater used by appealing on the 
grounds of her faithfulness. 

 a. Faithfulness is rewarded with greater responsibility for the Lord. 
  Luke 12:42-43
  – If you want to do more for God, be faithful in what He’s already   
  given you. 
  – Don’t wait for the promotion before you are faithful, be faithful   
  and God will promote you accordingly. He is the faithful witness! 
  “Don’t waste your time waiting and longing for large opportunities    
  which may never come. But faithfully handle the little things that are   
  always claiming your attention.” – F.B. Meyer. 

 b. Faithfulness is relied upon in times of great need.
  Acts 16:40, Proverbs 25:19, 
  – Unfaithfulness bring pain and instability. You can’t be relied upon. 
  – Lydia was used further because she was judged faithful to the    
  Lord. 

You don’t need to have been saved for years to know you ought to be 
faithful to the Lord, your faithful obedience and witness brings growth, 
and if you want to be used further work on your faithfulness now. 
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